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It’s play time – for adults too
A Muswell Hill mum’s interactive show reveals how children’s play has changed since the 50s

»

Former Ham&High theatre reviewer-turned-playwright Helena Thompson
spent the past year immersing herself in children’s
play.
Not just because she has
two “hyperactive” young
boys, but because she was researching how kids’ play has
changed since the 1950s.
Travelling to housing estates around the country, she
and co-writer Rachel Grunwald interviewed people of
all ages to find out what has
changed over the decades.
The duo then created an interactive outdoor theatre
show – described as a “living
drama
documentary”
–
which asks whether children’s games and imaginations have really changed so
much.
Thompson, who lives in
Muswell Hill and is mum to
two-year-old Max and fouryear-old Jacob, says: “We
wanted to focus on outdoor
play in parks and community
spaces and look at how young
people express themselves.
Young people get quite bad
press and we run a youth theatre company working with
kids on council estates so we
were careful not to tell the
audience that kids have
stopped playing. If anything,
the show celebrates the fact
that they are still being creative and active but the way
they play has changed.
“For example, when we interviewed people who played
a lot outdoors in the 50s, people talk about how clean children look now. Back then,
they got properly grubby
playing out and I was pleased
to hear that my little boy is
old-fashioned like that.”
Thompson says the common complaint that children
spend more time on computers and watching TV wasn’t

Pryce’s Lear highlights well
the consequences of a
parent’s bad behaviour
KING LEAR
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N Childsplay invites the audience to get involved as the cast enacts games of make believe and tag
quite borne out by her research. “It was actually uplifting. We found that kids
still play a lot of make believe, it’s just reinvented, often influenced by TV. Older
people would say singing and
clapping games have died
out, but actually a lot of these
things have evolved into
something else, inspired by
the X Factor.”
Audience members get a
set of headphones and an
MP3 player through which
they hear different scenes,
audio montages of newsreel
snippets, music and interviews with real people from
different decades.
They also get involved with
interactive live scenes played
by five actors who set up ball
games, chants, rhymes, marbles, make believe and tag.
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We found that kids still
play a lot of make believe,
it’s just reinvented, often
influenced by TV
Thompson, who is currently under commission to
write a play for the Bush
Theatre, added: “For children, play is self-expression
– an expression of creativity.
It’s time out for the parents,
whether for working mums
today or the mums of the 50s
who had such a huge amount
of housework that they needed outdoor play to keep the

misjudgements. The way he
kisses his daughters points
to something dark at the
heart of their relationships
so that later, when they
turn on him, there is a
sense of his having brought
it on himself not just
through foolishness but bad
behaviour. The same is true
of Cordelia’s defiance in the
face of his need.

King Lear is a play about
parents letting down children. The King exiles his
favourite child, Cordelia,
when she cannot express
filial love in the terms he
desires. He gives her lands
to her cruel sisters who later turn on him. His good
friend, Gloucester, meanwhile, takes against his beloved heir who has been fitted up by an illegitimate
half brother. Both men
make bad family choices
that ultimately conspire to
bring their dynasties crashing.
It’s an unlikely story and
yet it works beautifully in
Michael Attenborough’s revival at the Almeida. There
is no milking of pathos in
order to make sense of what
often appear binary changes in character. Jonathan
Pryce gives us a Lear who
is neither hysteric nor historic, but measured, stoic
and utterly believable.
Pryce’s performance is
organically effortless – so
attuned to the language
and the behaviours of the
King, he makes sense of
even the most monstrous

The price paid for such
clarity of vision is length.
At more than three hours,
it’s a long haul flight of fancy and there are no visual
tricks or distractions to
move the action along. The
set is simple enough to be
almost non-existent and the
cast, in its dun-coloured
wardrobe, disappear into
its crevices with little dispersal of air.
There is an excellent supporting cast. Clive Wood, as
a clodhopping Gloucester,
is solid and moving and the
three sisters are elegantly
underplayed – though it’s
hard to forget Jenny Jules
as Regan, joyfully kissing
her husband’s muscular
arms after he has gouged
out Gloucester’s eyes with
his bare hands.
Until November 3.

N Jonathan Pryce as King Lear
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Long haul

house running – so it has a
social function in terms of
keeping society healthy. And
the way you play depends on
your situation, whether you
have connected gardens or
communal spaces.”
N Childsplay is at Normand
Park, Lillie Road, Hammersmith, until October 14. Bookings on 020-8237 1111.
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Even more aerial craziness promised as acrobats return
It was the spectacular show
of “brute force” that reopened the Roundhouse after its refurbishment six
years ago.
Now Argentinian spectacular Fuerzabruta is
back, with a limited run at
the Chalk Farm venue and
at the Artsdepot in North
Finchley.
Anyone who missed the
first run of the show, devised by artistic director
Diqui James, has a chance
to catch a production where
reality is suspended along
with the acrobat performers. This version, though,
will include never before
seen material that James
has devised while the show
has been touring the world.
“There is even more craziness. We wanted initially

N Fuerzabruta’s Running Man
to do a new show, but the two
or three years it might take
in production can get boring. It’s like a gig where the
band play new material on
their album along with some
of the older stuff that people

talking. This year, the audience can look forward to
a live band accompaniment
to the show as well as some
audience participation involving a huge bubble, details of which will be revealed on the night. “I love
the concept of bringing a
new atmosphere and keeping the audience awake.
Usually, after about 10 minutes in a show, you know
what you are watching or
about to see. I like to keep
my audience awake, so they
are not sure what is going
enjoy. I’m glad we have done on.”
it this way,” says James.
Fuerzabruta was created N Fuerzabruta is at the
in 2006 after James’s success Roundhouse from Decemon De La Guarda – an audio- ber 27 to January 26. Box
visual show that had audi- office at 0844 482 8008/
ences from LA to London www.roundhouse.org.uk.

